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Abstract— An on-chip communication network is most power
efficient when it operates just below the saturation point. For
any given traffic load the network can be operated in this
region by adjusting frequency and voltage. For a deflective
routing network we propose the design of a central controller for
dynamic frequency and voltage scaling. Given history information
including the load and frequency in the network, the controller
adjusts the frequency and voltage such that the network operates
just below the saturation point. We provide control mechanisms
for continuous and discrete frequency ranges. With a discrete
frequency range and taking into account voltage switching delays,
we evaluate the control mechanism under stochastic, smoothly
varying and very bursty traffic. Experiments demonstrate that
adaptive control is very effective in minimizing power consump-
tion at reasonable performance. Compared with a fixed high
frequency network, the adaptively controlled network is signif-
icantly more power efficient. We compare it to fixed frequency
networks, which are either too slow exhibiting unbounded delays,
or are dimensioned for the worst case with very high frequency
and are very power hungry.

I. INTRODUCTION

Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS) has been successfully ap-
plied to microprocessors [1] to minimize power consumption
while achieving acceptable performance. When the processor
runs below its maximum working load, the clock frequency
can be decreased until there are no idle cycles and the pro-
cessor is fully loaded measured in useful operations per clock
cycle. A lower frequency allows for a lower operating volt-
age. Decreasing both frequency and voltage can significantly
reduce the power consumption since power consumption is
proportional to the clock frequency and to the square of
the voltage. Thus, by operating the processor as slow as
possible while still meeting all timing constraints the power
consumption can be minimized.

In networks on chip the same principle can be applied to
the communication network. It will consume the least power
when operated as slow as possible while still meeting all
timing constraints. Interconnects are a major, if not the dom-
inant source of energy consumption in today’s systems-on-
chip [2]. In networks with simple switching schemes, power
consumption is dominated by the link power on the channels
between switches. Shang et al. [3] report that 82.4% of the
network power is consumed by the links in a 2-dimensional
mesh topology with wormhole routing, 32 bit flits, 2 virtual
channels and 128 flit buffers per input port. Vitkowski et al. [4]
report a 98% share of the network power consumption by the
links in a deflective routing network with switches that have

no internal packet buffers. The communication bandwidth in
future network on chip architectures will probably be only
limited by prohibitive levels of power consumption [5].

We apply dynamic voltage and frequency scaling to the
entire network of the Nostrum NoC. Nostrum is a regular 2-
D mesh network with a deflective routing scheme, minimal
switch internal buffering and very high link level bandwidth
with 128-bit buses [6], [7], [8]. It assumes a fairly regular lay-
out that allows to predict and control the switch-to-switch sig-
nal delays. All switches have a common clock signal. Hence,
they experience an identical clock frequency but different
phases. The phase difference between neighboring switches
can be predicted and controlled. These assumptions allow
a quasi synchronous operation of the entire communication
network [9]. Hence, the frequency of individual links cannot
be adjusted independently. Consequently, we propose a central
dynamic frequency and voltage scaling scheme that is applied
to the entire network simultaneously.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
II lists the most relevant works previously done on this
topic; Section III describes the assumptions, parameters and
formulas involved in follow-up experiments. In Section IV, we
demonstrate our theory that the network runs most efficiently
just below the saturation point. With this theory, in Section
V, we explain the construction of the adaptive controller for
both continuous and discrete frequency range. In Section VI,
we show and analyze the experiment results on Nostrum
with discrete frequency and voltage supply. We conclude our
findings in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

A variety of techniques can minimize power consumption
of on-chip communication. Raghunathan et al. [2] provided
an overview of techniques operating at the circuit level, the
architecture level, the network level and the system level.
DVS, which has mostly been used with processors and other
computation units, has recently also been applied to tune
power consumption and performance of interconnects.

Wei et al. [10] and Kim et al. [11] proposed DVS for
off-chip communication links demonstrating a 10x power
reduction potential.

Shang, Peh and Jha [3] applied the same technique to
links in on-chip communication networks. They present a
technique to adjust the voltage and frequency of individual
links for load observed on the link during a history window.



In their 2-dimensional mesh network each router is connected
over asynchronous links to its two to four neighbors. Since
each link is asynchronous, its frequency can be adjusted
independently of other network activities. Shang et al. reported
a 3.2x average power saving with a a moderate 27.4% latency
increase and 2.5% throughput reduction.

Kim et al. [12] investigated Dynamic Link Shutdown tech-
niques, Soteriou and Peh [13] proposed on/off links together
with routing and a methodology, and Worm et al. [14] pro-
posed self-calibrating links.

All this work optimizes individual links while we focus on
the entire, quasi-synchronous network. The advantage of local,
link level optimization is that different links can respond more
flexible to locally different demands. The disadvantages are
that the overhead is expected to be much higher since control
circuit is needed for every link, the network cannot effectively
respond to global traffic demand, and local adaptation may
lead to oscillation problems in the network with potentially
unstable conditions.

We derived the estimation of the switching power consump-
tion from [15] and switching delay from [16].

III. ASSUMPTIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Nostrum Network Structure

The Nostrum NoC targets 65 nm technology and beyond.
It is a regular two dimensional network, where each resource
connects to exactly one switch. The switches share the same
frequency with fixed phase differences. And they perform hot-
potato deflection routing with minimal switch internal buffer-
ing. The network implements a best effort communication
service. Nostrum also offers guaranteed latency services based
on virtual circuits[8], but in our analysis here we only focus on
the best effort service. The switches are connected over 128
bit buses that are approximately

�����
long assuming each

resource is a
�������������

block.

B. Frequency and Voltage Switching

Under ideal conditions, network frequency and supply volt-
age can be chosen on a continuous range so as to offer the best
accuracy for network control. But more practically at present,
the network frequency and voltage are chosen on discrete
range with multiple prefixed values. The choice of frequency
levels depends on the needs of particular cases.

During the switching of frequency, supply voltage has to be
settled at least on the minimum value needed for the present
frequency. We assume the frequency can be applied to the
network immediately, but the voltage on the circuit will only
change gradually, in particular when the nodes are scattered
as in Nostrum. When the frequency is to be increased, supply
voltage needs to be increased first. When the frequency is to
be reduced, it can be decreased immediately.

In our experiment, we assume that data can be transmitted
over a link while the voltage is being changed, which may be
realistic as indicated by Shang et al. [3].

C. Measurement of Power Consumption

We calculate the power consumption for the links between
the switches using (1).

	�
������� ���� � ����������� ! #"
�%$ � &('�)�*,+.-0/13254 (1)

where
�%$

is the switch capacitance for one wire, � is the
switching probability of one wire, ' )�*,+ and - / are the width
and length of a wire, respectively,

16254
is the distance between

wire and ground,
�  ! is the supply voltage, and " is the

frequency. The constants for 65nm technology are taken from
the SIA technology roadmap, while -%/ is assumed to be�����

.
We scaled the result for an expected 65 nm technology from

the parameters of 180nm technology in UMPC180 library [17],
[5]: 	�7589�:	<;>=5? � � �  768 � � ! 75813@BA � 758 � 1 @BA � ;3=5?

� �  ;3=5? � � ! ;>=5? (2)

Voltage scaling due to frequency changes is based on [18]:

1 �C��DE� -  ��F 7G �  ! IH � +KJ(L3M (3)

where
1 ����D

is the delay of one inverter, -  , F 7 and � are
technology constants and

� +KJ is the threshold voltage. The
switching of voltage consumes extra power [15]:

NEO�PRQ#SUT 2 D *.VWJR*3X  � �Y� G � H[Z L �]\\ ��� ! � H �^� ! ; \\ (4)

where
�

is the filter capacitance of the power-supply reg-
ulator on the circuit, and Z is the power efficiency. In our
experiments, we assume

�
to be 5 Z F and Z to be 90%. These

figures are consistent with those of a single chip used in [3].�  ! � and
�  ! ; are the voltages before and after the switching.

Despite that the voltage on the links change gradually, we use
the supply voltage to calculate power consumption.

D. Traffic Patterns for Experiments

In our simulations we use three traffic types: a stochas-
tic workload with constant emission probability, traffic with
linearly changing emission probability, and traffic described
by the b-model distribution [19] modeling very bursty and
self-similar traffic which is typical for many communication
networks. Further, we assume spatial uniform distribution of
traffic.

IV. NETWORK POWER EFFICIENCY

An on-chip communication network operates most power
efficiently close to but below the saturation point. When
the network works below the saturation point, the network
can still accommodate more packets without degrading the
performance. However, if the network is overloaded, extra
input packets will get deflected and the packet delay rises
exponentially with the load. We can adjust the load by
adjusting the frequency and voltage.
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(a) a 4x4 network with 1600 packets in ��� ��� second
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(b) a 12x12 network with 14400 packets in ��� ����� seconds
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(c) a 4x4 network simulated with 1600 packets for ��� second
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(d) a 12x12 network simulated with 14400 packets for ��� ����� second

Fig. 1. Power consumption and hop count for a given number of packets under varying clock frequency

To substantiate our hypothesis we have simulated Nostrum
networks between 4x4 and 16x16. In each simulation 	
packets had to be delivered within 
 seconds, where both 	
and 
 depend on the network size. For each given frequency
we derived the minimum emission probability of each resource
which would still fulfill the objective. Fig. 1 shows the result
for a 4x4 and a 12x12 network.

The full line in Fig. 1(a) and 1(b) depicts the energy of
transmitting one packet over a link, which decreases steadily
with diminishing frequency. The total energy consumption
for 	 packets, shown by the dotted line, also decreases
until the frequency is so low that the network reaches the
saturation point. When the workload is over the saturation
point, more energy is consumed due to congestion. When the
frequency is too low, all 	 packets cannot be transmitted in
the given period, and the curve is cut off. For instance, the
minimum frequency to deliver 1600 packets in ��� second in a
4x4 Nostrum network is 214 MHz with an average emission
probability of all resources of 95%.

Fig. 1(c) and 1(d) show again the total energy. They also
depict the average hop count of packets. Although the hop
count increases by 30% to 50% in the given frequency range,
the total energy still decreases due to decreasing frequency.
Thus, in summary it is worthwhile to operate the network as
close as possible to the saturation point as the performance
requirements allow.

We define the saturation point as the maximum network load
when packet delay stabilizes on an acceptable figure during
transmission. This point is dependent on network topology,
traffic distribution and timing constraints. Our experiments
suggest a proper figure as �� � (the ratio of network load to
maximum load) for the 8x8 Nostrum network.

V. ADAPTIVE ON-CHIP COMMUNICATION CONTROL

We analyzed the relation between network parameters, and
based on the analysis, we propose a frequency adaptation
scheme which is more effective for continuous frequency
change. Considering the fact that discrete frequencies are more
practical in real implementation, we simplified the scheme for
discrete frequency and voltage range. In general, the adaptive
control is triggered by the difference between prediction of
network load and the saturation point.

A. Network Parameter Analysis

Despite of the fact that there is some unpredictability
in network behavior, there exist general relations between
major parameters similar to the transfer functions in a typical
dynamic system.

For any NoC model, (5) should always hold.

- ���
��� ;�
��� ?�� O�� Z 1 ��� � H

��� ;�
��� ?�� Z 1 � Z 1 � � � � - ��� � (5)



- � is the network load in cycle � . � O�� Z 1 and � Z 1 � Z 1 are
the number of packets accepted into and emitted out of the
network, respectively. Equation (5) picks a window of k cycles
to study the dynamics of the network. For an 	 4 � 	�� 2-D
mesh network, (5) can be modified to (6).

- � � 	 4 � 	�� � P � ��������� O�	 Q �
	��	������ 1 T
��� /�*��

� )
��� H

��� ;�
��� ? � Z 1 � Z 1 ��� � � - � � � (6)

Without loss of generality we assume that all the resources
operate at a fixed frequency � /�*�� , and � ) is the frequency
of the network. In order to keep both - � and - ��� � at the
saturation point, based on (6), network frequency should be
set to

� ) � 	 4 � 	�� � P � ��������� O�	 Q �
	���	������ 1 T � � /�*���� � Z 1 � Z 1 � (7)

The emission probability of resources varies and hence the
traffic on the network changes correspondingly. It will be
very helpful if we can estimate the emission probability so
as to adjust the network control. In order to estimate the
emission probability, we examine the buffer number in RNI
(resource-network interface), where the packets stay waiting
to be accepted into the network. We name the buffer number
as RNI load. Intuitively we have

� 	 � - ���� ���
��� ;�
��� ?�� O�� Z 1 VW*�� 2�� V @ * � �C� +K*.V � X @ * ��� �

H
��� ;�
��� ? � Z 1 � Z 1 ��� +K*.V�� X @ * � � *,+ $ 2 V � ��� � �!� 	 � - ���� � � � (8)

When the network has constant load, the number of packets
from RNI into the network should equal the number emitted
out of the network. Thus, we get

P � ��������� O�	 Q �
	���	����"� 1 T^� G5G � 	 � - ���� � � � H � 	 � - ���#� � L
�
��� ;�
��� ? � Z 1 � Z 1 ��� � L � � )$� G 	 4 � 	�� � � /�*�� �%� L (9)

if we assume equal emission probability between cycle � and
� � �

, which is practical if
�

is small enough. � Z 1 � Z 1 refers
to the packet number leaving the network.

Another network parameter that we need to consider is the
delay introduced by sampling and computation. In more detail,
there are three major sources of delay to be considered in the
control mechanism, which are sampling delay, the delay of
frequency computation, the delay of frequency and voltage
switching. In our experiments, sampling and computation
delay is predictable and quite short compared to the delay
of voltage switching, so only voltage switching delay is
considered explicitly.

Moreover, instead of comparing present network load to
the saturation point, the controller should predict the load a
few cycles after the switching, because network load changes

Fig. 2. Control system under continuous frequency range

gradually when the frequency is modified. We used linear
extrapolation for network load prediction.

B. Control Mechanism under Continuous Frequency Range

When the network on chip is supplied with continuous
frequency inputs (or multiple supplies of small intervals) and
voltage switching is faster than the change rate of traffic,
we can build the frequency controller to return quick and
very accurate response. Fig. 2 is the block diagram of the
central controller. C1 is a comparator which compares pre-
dicted network load and the saturation point and returns the
difference to C3. C3 combines the prediction of emission
probability and the load difference, and multiplies with certain
constants specific to the network to determine the frequency.
The emission probability is predicted by C2 based on RNI
load and network load. The frequency computed by C3 will
be provided to the network as well as corresponding voltage
supply. Block sensebuffer senses the buffer number in RNI and
returns RNI load figure. Block loadPre predicts the network
load a few cycles afterward based on linear prediction of latest
network load figures.

C. Control Mechanism under Discrete Frequency Range

On Nostrum, we assume discrete frequency and voltage
range, and voltage switching is much slower than potential
traffic change. In particular, several levels of frequency in-
puts are provided to the network with corresponding voltage
supplies. In this case, control mechanism for continuous
frequency may not be directly applied because small frequency
change will be ignored in discrete frequency range. Moreover,
when we assume considerable delay in voltage switching, fast
response from control system does not have actual effect.
For discrete frequency range and slow switching rate, we can
simplify the control mechanism as follows:

Select Case & loadPre(network load prediction),
satPoint(saturation Point),
epPre(prediction of emission probability) '

epPre ( 0
then frequency=lower(present frequency)

loadPre-satPoint ) min1
then frequency=upper(present frequency)

satPoint-loadPre ) min2
then frequency=lower(present frequency)

otherwise



Fig. 3. State transition in frequency and voltage switching. S0 represents the
state when computed frequency is equal to present frequency; S1 represents
the state when computed frequency is larger than present frequency and the
voltage is being lifted; S2 represents the state when computed frequency is
smaller than present frequency so both the voltage and frequency are to be
scaled down.

frequency= present frequency

When the prediction of emission probability is less or equal
to zero, there will be no packet emission in the near future,
so we lower present frequency immediately.

� � O � is the
minimum difference that will increase the frequency when the
load prediction is larger than saturation point;

� � O � is the
minimum difference that will reduce the frequency when the
load prediction is smaller. Z � � PRQ

and � � ' PRQ are two functions
which return the next frequency level above and below present
frequency respectively.

The control mechanism is complicated by the inherent
delay of voltage switching. As mentioned in section III-B,
the voltage needs to be increased before the frequency can be
lifted but there is no such need when they are decreased. We
model the whole process as a state machine described in Fig.
3.

State s0 represents the state when the computed frequency
is the same as present frequency, so there is no need to change
the frequency. State s1 represents the state when the computed
frequency is higher than present one, and the voltage is being
lifted. And at the end of the state the voltage on the circuit
reaches the required value for the frequency on the above level,
the frequency will be lifted and the state machine goes to state
s0. In both s0 and s1, if the computed frequency is smaller
than present frequency, both frequency and voltage will be
scaled down to the level below, and goes to state s2. State s2
represents the state when the frequency and voltage need to
be scaled down. cnt1 is the number of cycles it needs to scale
the voltage to the above level.

VI. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the adaptive
control mechanism, we have done several experiments with
different types (section III-D) on a Nostrum simulator. Here we
provide the results for an 8x8 mesh and the following traffics:
uniform traffic with 30% emission probability, uniform traffic
with 70% emission probability, traffic with linearly changing
emission probability (Fig. 4), and b-model traffic with b as 0.3
and average emission probability 50% (Fig. 5). Traffics with
other parameters of the three patterns were also tested in the
experiments but omitted in the paper.
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Fig. 4. Traffic with linearly changing emission probability
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Fig. 5. b-model traffic with b=0.3 and average emission probability 50% on
2048 cycles

We used fixed frequency control and adaptive control
for comparison. We chose two fixed frequencies: 60MHz
and 300MHz. The adaptive control follows the mechanism
described in section V-C with discrete frequency inputs:
10,30,60,90,120,150,180,210,240,270,300,350,400MHz. Satu-
ration point (satPoint) was chosen as  � � as mentioned in
sectionIV; future network load and emission probability (load-
Pre and epPre) were based on linear prediction of present fig-
ures considering a proper delay. The voltage switching speed
was chosen as

��� � � � [16]. The resources run at 100MHz.
We compared the network load, average energy consumed

for transmitting one packet, and packet delay (from the source
resource till the destination resource) for fixed frequency
control and adaptive control.

A. Frequency and Network Load

Fig. 6 to Fig. 9 depict the frequency and network load during
2000-cycle simulation of different types of traffic. The data of
network load has been smoothed by averaging every 10 cycles
to make the plots clearer.

We can see that adaptive frequency varies between high and
low frequencies to adjust the network load around the satura-
tion point  � � . Frequency variation may seem redundant under
uniform traffic, but as traffic pattern is subject to change from
time to time, proper level of variation makes the controller
respond faster to potential traffic change without costing much
extra power consumption. For fixed frequencies, on the other
hand, 300MHz keeps the network load too low with far greater
power consumption (section VI-B) while 60MHz overloads the
network with poor transmission performance (section VI-C).

B. Power Consumption

Fig. 10 shows the average energy consumed for transmitting
one packet for each traffic pattern during simulation of 2000
cycles. We observe that under adaptive control, the network
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Fig. 6. Network frequency and load under adaptive and fixed frequency for uniform traffic when emission probability is 30%
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(b) Network load

Fig. 7. Network frequency and load under adaptive and fixed frequency for uniform traffic when emission probability is 70%
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(b) Network load

Fig. 8. Network frequency and load under adaptive and fixed frequency for linearly changing traffic
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Fig. 9. Network frequency and load under adaptive and fixed frequency for b-model traffic as in Fig. 5

consumes much less power for transmitting the packets com-
pared to fixed 300MHz frequency as both frequency and
voltage are scaled down when possible. Although 60MHz
fixed frequency consumes less power compared to adaptive
control, network performance is too poor to be acceptable
(section VI-C). The power consumption for adaptive control
includes the extra power for voltage switching, which based
on estimation and experiments, accounts for less than 10% of
total consumption.

C. Packet Delay

Fig. 11 illustrates the packet delay under adaptive and fixed
frequency control for different traffic patterns. We examine
6000 packets for each traffic pattern. The delay is measured
from the time the packet is generated by the source resource
till the time it is received by the destination resource. This
delay may be very different from the time the packet spends
in the network, as a packet can be queuing in the interface
before it is accepted to the network. In Fig. 11, x-scale is the
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(a) uniform traffic, emission probability=30%
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(b) uniform traffic, emission probability=70%
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(c) linearly changing traffic as in Fig. 4
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Fig. 10. Average packet power consumption for each traffic pattern under adaptive and fixed frequency control

TABLE I

COMPARISON OF PACKET DELAY UNDER FIXED AND ADAPTIVE

FREQUENCY NORMALIZED TO THE 300MHZ CASE.

traffic 300MHz 60MHz Adaptive
uniform,30% 1(stabilized) 16.9(accumulating) 3.17(stabilized)
uniform,70% 1(stabilized) 10.7(accumulating) 1.31(stabilized)
linearly changing 1(stabilized) 6.26(accumulating) 1.87(stabilized)
b-model 1(stabilized) 14.8(accumulating) 2.66(stabilized)

indexing of packets ordered by the time they are received, and
y-scale is the average delay of previous 30 received packets.

Under adaptive control, average packet delay stabilizes to
a small figure as more packets are received, which is quite
close to that under 300MHz fixed frequency. But under 60MHz
fixed frequency, the delay accumulates rapidly with more
packets are received. Considering the data is the average of 30
latest figures, the big variation of packet delay under 60MHz
indicates more dramatic delay differences between packets,
which may cause great trouble for the destination resources.
It is attributed to the fact that when the network is overloaded,
many packets in the network will get deflected and there will
be a long queue in the interface as well.

D. Experiment Summary

The above experiments firstly demonstrate that fixed low
frequency network is not a proper choice for implementation,
and in practice fixed frequency networks have to be set at a
high frequency to cover the worst case. Table I compares the
packet delay after transmission of 6000 packets of 60MHz
frequency and adaptive control against 300MHz frequency,
with their trend (stabilized or still increasing) labelled.

While adaptive control has relatively longer packet delay
than fixed high frequency, it is much more power efficient than

TABLE II

COMPARISON OF POWER CONSUMPTION UNDER FIXED AND ADAPTIVE

FREQUENCY NORMALIZED TO THE 300MHZ CASE.

traffic 300MHz Adaptive
uniform,30% 1 0.1441
uniform,70% 1 0.7531
linearly changing 1 0.3869
b-model 1 0.5034

the latter, as shown in Table II, which compares average energy
consumption for one packet in the simulation of 2000 cycles of
adaptive control against fixed 300MHz frequency. Moreover,
an adaptive control network gives the designer the possibility
to make a trade-off between performance and power. If a high
performance solution is desired, the target load can be set
lower which will result on average in higher frequency and
lower delays. For a low power solution the target load can be
set higher resulting in lower frequency and higher delays.

VII. CONCLUSION

In summary we conclude that for the network to work fully
loaded and with satisfying performance, there is an optimal
frequency that delivers all packets in reasonable time and
consumes least power. The adaptive control mechanism we
have designed is able to adjust frequency and network load
rapidly with a discrete range of frequency and voltage inputs,
even when the voltage switching is slower than potential traffic
change. As a result, the power consumption is minimized with
small extra power consumed by voltage switching and the
packet delay is kept to a low level. The control mechanism
outperforms fixed frequency control under all kinds of traffic
patterns that we studied.

Our future work will be trying to design the controller
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(c) linearly changing traffic as in Fig. 4
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Fig. 11. Packet delay for each traffic pattern under adaptive and fixed frequency control

for spatially non-uniform traffic. In that case, the measure-
ment points have to be selected carefully. More measurement
points lead to better results and less vulnerability to spatially-
changing traffic patterns but increase the measurement over-
head. Also, we work on reconciling adaptive frequency control
with timing constraints on particular connections. For purely
best effort traffic it is easy to adjust delay in order to minimize
power consumption. Maximum delay requirements however
impose additional constraints on the adaptive network control
system.
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